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Are you a new driver or
know someone who does?

THEN WE HAVE A
PROGRAM FOR YOU!
Participants must be 15-25 years of age
Students must have either a G2, or G
license or equivalent from another
province or state. Holders of a G1
license are not eligible for the program.
If the student is under 18, parents
must sign both the BMW Club minor
waiver and the facility’s minor waiver. If
the parents are not attending the school,
the waivers must be witnessed. The
waivers can be downloaded from
www.trillium-bmwclub.ca/Street-Survival

www.trillium-bmwclub.ca/Street-Surviva

Saturday, October 13, 2012

POWERADE CENTRE IN BRAMPTON
BMW Club Street Survival
• Trained must
and qualified
• Hands-on
Students
present a photocopy
of educational
in-car driving instructors
driving experience in
theiras
license,
of insurance and
well asproof
classroom
realworld situations
bothexperience
the originalforsigned
each Minor Waiver
teaching new drivers car
student
safety
forms
(if under 18) to participate in
the and control in their
own
BMW Club Street Survival schools vehicles

• Challenging driving
situations,
skid
Presented
in including
partnership
with:
control and emergency
lane change on private
courses. Allowing
students to experience
abnormal vehicle
behaviour in a safe and
supervised environment

www.trillium-bmwclub.ca/Street-Surviva
or call John at 905-477-1800

For information and to register:

www.trillium-bmwclub.ca/Street-Survival
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Isi Papadopoulos, President
As I write this in mid-July,
the Club has hosted several
events since our last magazine and undergone some organizational transformation.
On June 10th we hosted
the first-ever Street Survival
School in Canada. A program
designed for drivers with only
a few years’ experience to
sharpen their skills while on
the road and become safer
and more mature drivers. The
school was a total success
by all accounts and I would
like to thank our program
director,John Dimoff and the
many instructors and volunteers who made this program
work. Please see the complete article in this issue. As a
leader in the BMW Club community, our chapter will assist
other chapters in launching
this life-saving program. We
will also host the next one in
Brampton on October 13.
The Club’s AutoSlalom series has continued with two
events since our last issue:
The event at Mosport’s Driver
Development Track on May
20th was a runaway success.
The event was held in conjunction with CASC’s SPDA
and hosted over 80 participants. Again thanks to AutoSlalom program directors
Randy Sparre and Dan Janssen, as well as to the many
volunteers who made this
event a success. The second
event was held at the Powerade Centre in Brampton
on June 17. This event was a
runaway success as well.
Our Advanced Driving
School and Advanced Student
Lapping event which was held
at Mosport’s Grand Prix track
on June 1/2/3 was well attended and exceptionally well
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run as usual, even though the
weather was not the greatest. Many of you experienced
the thrill of driving your BMW
on track under a controlled
environment with the expert
instruction provided by BMW
Club instructors. We look forward to hosting the next event
on September 7/8/9.
For the first time ever, this
year’s BMW Club Race at
Mosport was held in July
and hosted by PCA UCR.
Our PCA friends were very
gracious and ran a well-organized event. BMW Club
Racing had its own run group
during the PCA race weekend
and our event was well attended, drawing racers from
as far as Connecticut, Boston
and Sherbrooke. Our racers
were very impressed with
the level of organization of
our Club and with our Club’s
hospitality and friendliness.
Attendance was up substantially from last year and we
hope to build from this experience. Our PCA hosts were
impressed, as we were with
them, so we plan to join their
event again next year.
We will be holding another joint event with PCA
UCR, specifically the social
event planned at the Port
Credit Yacht Club on August

14th. This will be an evening
with automotive journalists,
so please try to attend as it
should be most interesting.
Our social event in May
was held at Pfaff McLaren
in Vaughan and the new
McLaren MP4-12C was introduced to the members. Many
thanks to Pfaff McLaren for
hosting the event.
Our social event in June
was held at BMW Toronto
and the new M5 was introduced to the members. What
an impressive car! If you are
in the market for a performance luxury car, this is the
uber-car that you must own!
Many thanks to the Quinn
Group and BMW Toronto for
hosting the event.
Our social event in July was
held at Audio Excellence in
Vaughan. This facility caters
to high end audio equipment
and home theater design and
implementation. If you are an
audiophile and appreciate
the finest quality in music or
home theatre, Audio Excellence is the place for you.
On June 29th, Trillium became incorporated. Trillium
had lost its incorporation
when the national club took
it over about 10 years ago.
Since that time Trillium has
been unincorporated. The

current executive assessed
substantial risk to the Board
and to members, and together with counsel, it was decided to incorporate as quickly
as possible. Our new name is
“BMW Club of Canada, Trillium Chapter”. Many thanks
to our counsel, Richard Bain.
This year I would like to introduce an Instructor continuous improvement program
to Trillium. The intent of this
program is to ensure that our
instructors stay at the leading
edge of the business and are
able to articulate the new curriculum that is currently under
development. Look for more
information on this subject in
future issues.
As you can see from all
the above activities, the Club
has been very busy. We are
blessed with having a strong
and dedicated Board that
works hard for you every day.
These are all volunteers, and
from time to time they will
need additional help. so if
you find yourself having a few
cycles of your time available,
I would urge you to contact
Dan Janssen, our volunteer
coordinator. You will find a
great group of people who
will welcome you as one of
their own!

•

Tech Talk
Why is there no oil dipstick
in my new car?
Many new vehicles are arriving in showrooms without oil
dipsticks. These cars instead
have a sensor in the oil pan
that measures the oil level.
When you turn the key on,
there is a digital indicator that
shows the level of the oil on
the dash. If the engine has
been run recently, this indicator will have a timeout period
before it takes a level measurement. Manufacturers are
switching to this system for
emissions purposes. Many
people run their engine, then
check the oil right away. This
is the incorrect method, and
leads to overfilling. When
engine oil is cold, it is much
more viscous. When the engine has been run and shut
off, it can take up to half an
hour for the bulk of the engine oil to drip back down
into the oil pan. If a dipstick
reading is taken right away,
the level will appear low, and
one would think oil needs to
be added. This leads to the
engine oil being overfilled.
When that is the case, the
oil can leak past piston rings
and other engine seals, causing oil to burn in the combustion chamber. This causes
incomplete combustion and,
eventually, can lead to premature failure of the catalytic
converters. The timeout on
the electronic sensor eliminates the human error aspect
from the equation and lowers
vehicle emissions. If oil does
indeed need to be added
though, it will also take time
to drip down from where it is
poured in. Make sure when
adding oil to do so in small
quantities and wait at least
five minutes before taking
another level reading.
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Q&A with Steve Gailits and Marshall Papadopoulos
Why does the climate control
fan keep acting up in my E46
[E36 and E39]?

What is a Tire Pressure
Monitoring System and
how does it work?

The climate control system is
great - until it stops working.
When the air stops blowing, it
can get pretty warm (or cold,
in the winter). The fan works in
this way: the computer sends
power to the Final Stage Resistor on different wires to vary
the fan speed. The computer
can only send battery voltage,
so to obtain a lower fan speed,
the resistor must lower the
voltage. The lower the desired
fan speed, the more the resistor works, creating heat. When
the resistor can’t dissipate
heat fast enough through the
built in heat sink, it can burn
out or short internally. When
it burns out, the fan may only
run at high speed, or may not
run at all. If it shorts, the fan
can stay on even after the car
is shut off, draining the battery and leaving you stranded.
BMW has had problems with
the resistor design found in
the E36, E39 and E46, and
has since released an updated
part with a much better heat
sink to resolve the overheating
problem. Part of the problem
is due to a nifty little feature
BMW included in the climate
control software that monitors
the temperature inside the
cabin. On hot summer days,
when the temperature is too
high, the computer can cycle
the fan on to help cool off the
inside of the car. This turns the
fan on very low and can cause
the resistor to short in that
position. This can drain the
battery overnight and cause
many headaches for technicians trying to figure out why
the battery keeps going down.
The updated resistor seems to
have solved the issues, and
it’s not an expensive or difficult
repair. Change the resistor if
your car starts acting strange.

Tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMS) are exactly what
they sound like: a set of sensors or computer software
that monitors the pressure
in your tires while you drive.
TPMS have been installed on
some vehicles since the early
2000’s. As of 2008, TPMS
have been required on every
new vehicle sold in North
America. There are two types
of TPMS: direct systems
and indirect systems. Direct
TPMS employ a sensor within
each wheel assembly, either
attached to the back of the
tire valve stem, or strapped
to the inside of the rim. Each
sensor has its own unique
ID number. These systems
are able to give an accurate
pressure measurement from
each wheel. Because these
systems have physical sensors in the wheels, they come
with certain problems as well.
When tires are changed or
rotated, the sensors may
not stay in the same location

on the car. When they are
changed, many vehicles require a relearning procedure
to be performed so the computer knows which sensor is
in each location. Eventually
the sensor batteries run out.
The sensors need to be replaced, as they do not have
serviceable batteries. Indirect
TPMS are integrated with the
ABS/Traction Control Module.
This system uses the rotational speed of the wheels to
measure a difference in diameter, indicating a pressure
drop. This system cannot provide an exact measurement
of the pressure in each tire,
but it can be more accurate in
determining when a tire may
be low. The next generation of
indirect TPMS use advanced
monitoring algorithms to be
much more sensitive to small
pressure differences, as well
as to have the ability to detect
if all four pressures are low.
Many manufacturers are moving to the indirect TPMS as
there are no sensors to monitor. All that is needed is added
software in the ABS/Traction
Control Module.

We encourage our members to send in their questions.
We will do our best to answer them in a timely manner,
and to publish them in the next issue of Contact. Please
send tech questions to tech@trillium-bmwclub.ca

Sharing
the track with American muscle
Bill Piekos, Member at Large
Our Canadian Tire Motorsport Park (formerly known
as Mosport) events are always special. They represent the pinnacle of quality
and value - not to mention
the amazing fun factor!
However, the June event
was made even more special, as the Club was able to
lend a helping hand to some
“American muscle.”
The occasion itself was very
special as well: a prominent
Corvette Forum member (and
a new member of our Club),
Mark Walker, hosted his annual show and shine event
in benefit of Tim Horton Children’s Foundation. The Club
was able to assign a lower

paddock to Mark’s gang and
they showed their support in
strong numbers: over 50 Corvettes arrived Sunday morning (in addition to a small assortment of other nice cars!)
Apart from Timmies coffee and donuts, there were
many items to be won as
part of a silent auction, for
which our Club donated a
free September ADS (thank
you Isi and John!).
Then, at lunch, all the attendees enjoyed several “parade laps” around the famous
Grand Prix track. These were
made even more memorable
by our own John Venditti setting a rather spirited tempo in
his “pace” car! The deep rum-

ble of good ol’ push rod V8s
and wide grins on everyone’s
faces made for quite a scene!
Lastly, to spice things up
even more, our Club offered
“hot laps” with instructors
and about 15 brave folks
took advantage of this thrill,
raising additional funds for
the charity.
It was rewarding to see the
Corvette Forum full of positive
feedback following the event,
with many openly thanking our
Club for our support and generosity! I am sure that many
are looking forward to next
year already! In the meantime, the Club has gained
some great new members,
who are no doubt going to

support our ADS/ASL events
for a long time to come.
All in all, the event raised
over $4,000 to benefit the
Tim
Horton’s
Children’s
Foundation, which was a
great success! We should
feel proud that our Club had
an opportunity to contribute
to such a worthy cause; After
all, young lives are so innocent and precious.
So, on behalf of the Corvette Forum and all its membership, a sincere thank you
goes out to Trillium Club for
making it possible!
Happy motoring and see
you at Mosport (CTMP) in
September!

•
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BMW 650i Cabriolet
Words and Photos: Shawn Molnar [Racetrack Photos Credit: Kelsey Hepples]

To be considered a carmaker’s “flagship,” a car must
become more than simply
an automobile. It must rouse
excitement, it must nip at
the heels of perfection. The
stakes are high when naming a flagship car, because
to name a dud as a flagship
would mean that every car
marketed below it is downright useless. Such a catastrophe would not do well for
sales figures and heads, not
wheels, would roll.
With the gravity and significance of such a title fixed
firmly upon our minds, BMWBLOG takes a look at BMW’s
latest flagship convertible,
the BMW 650i Cabriolet. Join
us as we take the 650i Cabriolet over curvy country roads,
along open highways, around
the racetrack, and through
downtown Toronto traffic.
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Impressions as a daily
driver:

Even after seven full days
behind the wheel of BMW’s
650i Cabriolet – it still felt special to get inside. A swoopy
and elegant interior molds
around your body, wrapping
you in modern luxury. Illuminated kick plates remind you
of the top-shelf quality you’re
about to enjoy.
A new high resolution infotainment screen juts out from
the middle of the dash. In
many ways a center piece,
all on-board systems can
be manipulated through this
screen. A couple of passengers asked me to retract the
screen and twisted their face
with confusion when I replied
that it wasn’t possible. They
looked at me as if I was playing some kind of prank, and
looked at the car as if it was

some dust-covered antique.
Of course, my passengers
missed the point BMW was
trying to make when they
mounted this screen, permanently and prominently, in the
first place. The screen symbolizes BMW’s move toward high
tech features, and the company’s love affair with electronics.
It was intended to be as much
an ‘electronic sculpture’ as it
was a computer screen. Take
it for what you will.
If you’ve driven BMWs
in the past, then the layout
of switchgear will naturally
fall to hand. In typical BMW
‘form-follows-function’
design, drive related buttons
are found on the left of the
steering wheel, and comfort
related buttons are found on
the right. At night, all gauges
and buttons glow amber so
as not to compromise your

night vision – a nod to fighter
jet cockpit design. Also a nod
to the fighter jet is a bright
and height-adjustable HUD
or “Heads Up Display” which
can show information ranging from low fuel warnings,
to step-by-step instructions
from the navigation system.
Once inside, strapped in,
and ready to go – the real
character of this car can finally be released. Press the
dash mounted “Start/Stop”
button and you’ll hear the
twin-turbo V8 unit politely
clear its throat and settle into
a baritone – if slightly muted –
idle. Bop the center consolemounted gear selector into
drive and with royal grace
the ZF sourced 8-speed automatic will smoothly accelerate the car away from a
standstill.
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

With the soft top still covering us, I was shocked by the
measure of poise and quiet
comfort this car can offer. The
interior is nearly silent – it’s
quieter inside this cabriolet
than in most hard top sedans.
Spooky almost, particularly
considering that this is a soft
top – not a modern hard top
convertible. While we’re on
that note, it should be mentioned that the soft top adds a
lot of character and charm to
the 650i Cabrio. The soft top
is a throw back to sexy and
exotic convertibles of yore.
The way the rear buttresses
span down the rear deck is
nothing short of sexy, and a
touch Italian. And by Italian, I
mean Ferrari’esque.
The ride was surprisingly
plush as I navigated the
harsh and poorly maintained
roads of Toronto proper.
Particularly so, considering
that this low slung cabriolet
was wearing 20 inch wheels
wrapped in run flat tires – not
exactly a recipe for luxurious
damping. Yet BMW’s realtime adjustable suspension
offered a comfort setting for
the suspension that lived up
to its name.
Carving along city streets, I
often found myself switching
to the sport setting in order
to make faster progress, with
faster reflexes at hand. The
650i Cabrio delivered a noticeable tightening of the suspension and steering in the “Sport”
setting, and also offered up
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more sensitive throttle response as the transmission
held gears longer, and shifted
down earlier. Away from traffic,
you can release all 400 horsepower on occasion, and you
will often find yourself braking
at the top of on ramps. Passing slower traffic in the 650i is
not an issue, which is a nod to
active safety.
Most of the time, this car
soothes you into a relaxed
pace – but explosive power
under-hood coupled with the
chassis’ perfect balance still
gets you in the mood sometimes. It is at these times
when you are reminded most
of the roundel and what it
represents in: “The ultimate
driving machine.” From a
calm and sedate luxury liner,
this car can quickly transform
into a tarmac gobbling sports
car. Its acceleration will pin
you to your seat, forming a direct correlation between the
accelerator pedal and your
smile. The steeper the pedal,
the bigger your smile – and
your passengers’ too.
You’ll notice I stated passengers as plural and while
this is technically possible – it
is highly unlikely, unless you
have extremely short legged
friends, or you trust your furry
four-legged friends to the plush
leather. With my seat in its
proper driving position, there
is absolutely no room behind
my seat. None. Therefore,
we can consider this car as a
two seater, much the same as
we might label a Porsche 911

a two seater. Yes, there are
technically four seats, but no
one would ever be so unkind
to their friends as to strap them
in the back seat.
On the way home from
work I stopped by Sobey’s
for some groceries. This was
around the time that I began
to ponder the overall proportions of the car, and its use of
space. Let’s be clear: this car
was not designed with utility
in mind. The trunk opening
is extremely small (narrower
than the previous generation)
and due to the space requirements for the stowed top,
there is little room in the trunk
itself. Golf bags will have to
sit in the rear seat, as you’d
be hard pressed to fit them in
the trunk. Thankfully, my three
bags of groceries fit just fine,
and I was merrily on my way.
Speaking of the overall
proportions, you’ll come to
notice that this is a very big
car. It is long and wide, casting a very big shadow. As you
can imagine, it can also be
tough to park given the small
parking spaces often available. BMW has installed their
self-parking technology on
the 650i Cabriolet for just this
reason. Parallel parking is
therefore a breeze, even for
a first time driver – though we
don’t recommend giving your
16 year old the keys to this
car for their maiden voyage,
and we release ourselves
of all claims and liabilities
should you choose to do so.
Nonetheless, your young-

sters will certainly appreciate the high-fidelity sound
streaming from the audio
system. The sound system
in this car is nothing short of
epic. It replicates music as
if an amphitheater and has
you bopping in your seat
like – well… a youngster. I
recall thinking to myself that
the sound system alone was
nearly worth the price of
admission. If quality sound
means a lot to you – this car
will not leave you disappointed. Versatile and powerful,
it played all genres of music
well, from classical to R&B.
By now you’re probably
wondering why I still haven’t
stowed the soft top, and I
have a perfectly good explanation for you. It rained
nearly the entire time I had
this press car. Writer’s luck.
But worry not, I did find a few
sunny days to bask in “Flagship” glory, and they’re detailed below.

More than the sum of
its parts?

Yes – absolutely. It’s easy
to lose sight of the real meaning of this phrase, “more than
the sum of its parts.” It can
quickly sound cliche. But
spending any amount of time
in this drop-top BMW will
slap you back into reverence
of this phrase. This car is so
much more than the sum of
its parts. Allow me to explain.
This phenomena is rare in
a car, and found only in automobiles that are truly special.
This quality often surfaces in
unique experiences that go a
long way to explain how the
car makes you feel. In the
650i Cabriolet, two experiences come to mind.
The first comes after a
beautiful sunny day spent
driving curvy country roads
with the top down. Polished
precision was found in every
control interface – from the
steering wheel to the feel of
each button. Effortless power
propelled us forward out of
countless corners. The sun

shone down, warming our
skin. The wind caught our
hair and after a few hours, we
completely lost track of time.
Returning to Toronto, I threw
an address into the navigation and made my way to pick
up a date. Yes, your faithful
scribe is now single, and in
search of not just the perfect
car, but the perfect passenger. Arriving at the address
– and in good time I might
add – I jumped out to greet
my date and welcomed her to
the quiet sophistication of my
penthouse automotive cabin.
Together, we made haste
for the movies, and arrived at
the cinema. “Money Ball” was
our movie of choice, and we
were both excited to see it.
But then, something strange
happened just as I was about
to pay the automatic ticket
machine. I fumbled over
the buttons, hesitating long
enough to null and void the
payment. Was I having a
stroke? No. I was dreaming
of the BMW, with wind in my
hair, flying along country back
roads. This car is flat out addictive. I turned to my date
with a very awkward look in
my eye and asked, “Do you
feel like… going for a drive instead?” It was still bright out,
with lovely sunny weather.
With winter approaching, we
were ever mindful of the impending cold. Somehow, embarrassingly, I turned from the
ticket machine, and walked
straight back to the low slung
convertible sitting sexily in
the parking lot, with date onarm. Only a car with massive
sex appeal can make you act
this goofy in front of a date.
But together, we enjoyed a
long evening of open air motoring and we couldn’t have
had a better time.
The second experience
comes while parking the 650i
cabrio using its automated
parking feature. The first time
you use this system, it downright scares you – not in a,
“I think I’m going to crash”
kind of way, but rather a, “this

can’t possibly be happening
on its own, there’s a ghost in
my car” kind of way.
Deeply enamored by the
auto park assist feature,
my fun and edgy friend insisted on creating a bit of a
spectacle. It was an electric
night in the city, with packed
sidewalks full of partying pedestrians. On Queen street
West, I found a spot just large
enough to park (according to
the car, not me) and promptly
set the auto park in motion.
Top down, my friend insisted
we both throw our hands high
in the air while reversing into
the space. Confused looks
were cast all around as the
glossy red convertible maneuvered into position. “Surely, no one could be that good
at knee-driving,” we joked.
My friend turned to me with a
smile so big it looked almost
painful. We were acting a bit
young for our age – and that
is exactly the magic of this
car. It carries you in comfort –
but riles the kid in you.
This BMW is endless fun
to drive and on the fun-factor
scale, manages a 9 out of 10
star rating. It was far more
than the sum of its parts, becoming an experience more
than an automobile. It is wildly
entertaining and gratifying to
drive, particularly top down.

I’ve never been so wrong.
Approaching pit lane, I turned
all systems to their sportiest settings, eliminated all
electronic interference, and
waited for the flag marshal’s
signal. With a green flag fluttering in the wind, I dropped
the hammer and accelerated
down the back straight. Building speed, the 8-speed automatic rifled quickly through
each upshift. Approaching
the entrance to turn one, the
650i’s powerful brakes burnt
speed with surprising bite.
Trail braking to the apex, the
nose readily turned in to clip
the curbing, and once back
on the throttle, the car pushed
wide to the exit as intended,
and carrying serious speed.
This car was putty in my
hands – and I honestly did not
expect it. Through the rest of
the track the 650i cabrio remained impressively neutral
– in fact this BMW was one
of the most neutral handling
road cars I’ve ever driven on

track. It actually wanted to
turn in and showed very little to no understeer through
most corners. Fathom that!
In fact, I found myself counter steering through many
corners and transitions when
pressing on – and without
coaxing. Brilliant!
The transmission proved
reliable and quick if not particularly well suited for track use.
The floppy paddles mounted
on the steering wheel adhere
to the proper “right for upshift,
left for downshift” standard,
but I found only the left paddle to be useful on track, as
the transmission frequently
needed a reminder to drop or
hold a lower gear – whereas
the transmission logic always
upshifted at max revs, 7,000
rpm in this case, and there
was no point to short shifting. Therefore, I found the
right paddle to be purely an
aesthetic appendage, and irrelevant for track use.
Continued on next page

A lap of Cayuga
Racetrack:

All that fun and we hadn’t
even reached the racetrack.
I must admit that I had some
doubts prior to arriving at the
track. While I found that the
car was extremely well balanced on the road, I was left
less than impressed with its
overall sporting feel. It just
felt too relaxed to lose the
gloves and pound the pavement. There was plenty of
feel through the steering, but
not enough to impress upon
me its track-worthiness. Every sensation (except wind)
is slightly muted in the 650i
cabriolet – so how can it devour a racetrack, I wondered.
CONTACT - Fall 2012
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BMWCCA
Club Race – July 6-8th 2012
Written by Jennifer Venditti – Secretary/Communications Director

Continued from previous page

After several laps the
brakes began to show considerable fade, in fact they
were the weak link in an
otherwise highly competent
performance package. A set
of drilled rotors and performance pads would go a long
way to erase this problem,
found only after hard charging on the racetrack.
Steering feel in the 650i
cabrio was better than expected on track. I say that because
all controls in this luxurious
car are slightly muted, including the steering. And yet, a
sufficient measure of feel and
feedback remains to press on
and extract maximum performance from the car. You can
reliably feel for grip at the limit,
although the racer in me does
lust for more communicative
steering for the racetrack.
Seemingly a trend in modern
BMWs, the car feeds you just
enough feel and feedback
through the wheel to get the
job done, but not much more.
This, in contrast with BMWs
of yesteryear – which flooded
your fingertips with lively messages from the road surface.
Given a stickier set of tires,
I have no doubt that this BMW
could show up some very focused sports cars. Its pace
was astounding, for such a
large, luxurious car. At one
point, the flag marshal turned
to my photographer and said,
“I can’t believe the lap times
he’s turning in! He’s not far
off the production car lap record!” With mediocre Dunlop
tires, the lap time was impres-
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sive for such a large, heavy
sports convertible. The 650i
cabrio can hold its head high
as a proper sports car in our
books. This BMW is indeed,
track worthy – and oh what fun
with top down and helmet on.
Of course, for those who are
track-addicts – the M6 Cabrio
would be the obvious choice.

Canadian speed laws did
not permit us to prove our
theory, but we expect this
car to be a brilliant highspeed touring machine. It’s
real home is undoubtedly
on the autobahn, where
it can regularly pass 200
km/h with poise, comfort
and control.

A two hour tour:

Where’s the beef?
Qualms and quibbles:

Our trip in BMW’s premium convertible took us
to the scenic town of Halton Hills. The surrounding
country roads were our real
draw, but we managed to
find an excellent restaurant
in town to get our fill. On the
highway, BMW’s 650i Cabriolet exhibited supreme comfort and serenity. It was very
quiet with the top up, and
surprisingly quiet with the
top down, even at highway
speeds of 120 km/h.
The seats are easily one of
the best features on this car,
as they are adjustable about
100 ways and perfectly form
to your body for lasting support. You will not need to see
your chiropractor often if you
drive this car.
Features such as the lane
departure warning system,
blind spot monitoring system
and night vision camera may
seem like gimmicks on paper
– but trust us – over a long
drive they become entirely relevant and much appreciated.
No amount of coffee will warn
you of a car in your blind spot,
or see through the fog to warn
you of a pedestrian or animal
on the road ahead.

There is very little to complain about after driving this
car. And there shouldn’t be,
as this is, after all, the “Flagship.” But, true to our mandate as journalists, we were
able to pick out a couple places for improvement.
Firstly, the 650i is not loud
enough – even with the top
down. I recall reveling in
the immense power and acceleration of the car while
thinking, “something’s missing.” What’s missing, is the
glorious roar of the force fed
4.4 liter V8 engine. I do understand the purpose and
intended market segment for
this car, and no doubt engine
noise is therefore not high on
the priority list, but at least
in sport mode – a little more
sound would be appreciated
to complete the otherwise
thrilling experience.
Next, we found the chassis became unsettled over
large bumps, on occasion. I
tried to find a correlation between the size and type of
bump or pot-hole, but the car
would soak some up well,
and shudder over others. It
was not common, but neither

was it rare for the car to hit
a bump and shudder nervously before regaining composure. Of course, unless
you live downtown Toronto,
you would be hard pressed
to find roads rough enough
to experience this.
Lastly, we can take aim at
the rear seats. They are truly
useless. Perhaps, if eliminated altogether, the car could
offer substantially more trunk
space. This would be a trade
off I believe most owners
would readily accept, since
back seat passengers are
rare or non existent and trunk
space is quite limited.

Conclusion:

In the 650i Cabriolet, BMW
have appropriately crowned a
“Flagship” car. Its every move
is poised and smooth, it enveloppes you in exceptional
luxury and style, and bathes
you in speed – should you
choose to unleash its potent
engine. From the sidewalk, it
is strikingly beautiful as light
dances across its curvaceous
surface. Most importantly, this
car rewards you to a special
experience with every drive,
ranging from calm and relaxing, to thrilling and dynamic.
Driving a BMW 650i Cabriolet says, “You’ve made it”
– and trust us: Once you’ve
made it, you’ll want to keep
on driving.

•

Thanks to BMW Canada
for providing the 650i Cabriolet for testing purposes. This
review originally published at
bmwblog.com

The BMW flag was flown
proudly for BMWCCA’s Club
Race held at Canadian Tire
Motorsport Park (aka Mosport
International Raceway) the
weekend of July 6-8th. This
race track is a favorite for all
who race it due to its challenging layout, enormous elevation changes and its incredible average speed. CTMP
is known worldwide for being
the 3rd fastest average speed
track. It has hosted a wide
variety of series throughout
its history including Formula
One, ALMS, USAC, World
Sportscar
Championship,
Can-Am, Formula 5000, and
many other sports car, openwheel, and motorcycle series. In fact, it is one of only
3 tracks in the world to have
hosted Formula One, IndyCar
and Can-Am events.
Due to a week of record
temperatures (upwards of
40 degrees Celsius), racers
were not only treated to hot,
sticky weather this weekend
but also to several torrential
downpours making Saturday morning warm up and
qualifying for Sprint 1 and 2
tricky. In speaking with John
Dimoff (#299) about his first
race of the weekend he commented “The rain earlier on
in the morning (made the
track ‘green’), and increased
my lap times by about 3
seconds.” Dimoff and a few
other racers decided to forgo
qualifying in the morning due
to the weather, causing them
to start this race at the back
of the field. “It makes for a
more challenging race that
way” commented Dimoff with
a smile. Peter Carroll, John
Dimoff and Jean-Luc Bergeron were the front runners in
CM Class, Geoff Atkinson
and Michael Cookson in IP,
Mario Banocorsi and Bill Mellott Jr. in IS, Paul Janusauskas in JP, Brian Stein for M3T
and Louis Payant in DM.

With the afternoon came
sunnier skies and better grip
giving the drivers a chance
to decrease their times,
most with a 2 second per
lap improvement. The field
was noticeably more comfortable with the feel of the
track. This was quite evident
in the battles between Bob
Gore (#244), Isi Papadopoulos (#511) and Tony Ferraro
(#004) Between them, their
fastest lap times were separated by less than two-tenths
of a second. Papadopoulos
later commented “Mosport is
a scary, nail-biting track and
every racer who participated
reveled at the fearsome corners punctuated by the crazy,
high speeds.” Winners of
this sprint were Peter Carroll
in CM, Geoff Atkinson in IP,
Mario Bonacorsi in IS, Louis
Payant in DM, Paul Janusauska in JP, Brian Sterin in M3T
and JP Tracey in IP.
Sunday showed no sign of
the previous day’s rain and,
though preparations were
under way for the race, most
drivers appeared relaxed and
confident. Michael Cookson
(#125) has been racing since
2010 and says that CTMP
is one of his favorite tracks.
“I love this track, it’s fantastic. Definitely… challenging.
Yes, challenging!” I asked
Geoff Atkinson (#52) about
his experience crossing the
border, as it’s been a concern in the past from other
US racers. “I found it simple, easy really. I was asked
what was the purpose of my
trip, handed the border guard
my passport and had ready
the title of my car and a list
of what was in my trailer. He
was pleasant and sent me on
my way.” Unfortunately, Atkinson will be returning home
with a slightly lighter car as a
rogue seagull took out his left
kidney grill and left indicator
light. This didn’t seem to faze

him though as he and Cookson duked it out for the full
45 minute race, eventually
ending with Atkinson coming
out on top to win the IP class.
The heated battle for 2nd
place in the CM class continued between John Dimoff
and Amir Farahmand with
Dimoff edging him out for
2nd in the CM Class. Farahmand was asked after the
race about this friendly rivalry
“John has me in 6th gear, his
is much better; my 6th gear
is very lazy.” Winner of the
CM Class again went to Peter Carroll, untouchable all
weekend. Mario Bonacorsi
took the win for the IS class,
Paul Janusauskas in JP and
Louis Payant in DM.
This feature race wasn’t
kind to all however, including Isi Papadopoulos, who is
also the President of the Trillium Chapter. Due to a wheel
bearing and differential problem, his race ended on lap 4.
“There were numerous excellent racing battles all weekend
long all in good gentlemanly
character…”
Papadopoulos went on to mention the

weekend’s success was also
due to zero serious racing incidents. “The racing was so
clean that the Track Marshal’s
report showed only 3 entries:
Green flag, One lap to go,
Checkered flag.”
Many thanks to our stewards who came from afar: Pat
Spikes from Florida, Roland
Nieves from Nebraska and
Dave Brown who is local.
Also many thanks to BMW
North America for providing
a 2013 335i as the pace car
this weekend and also a big
thank you goes to the Trillium
Chapter for hosting a fantastic steak dinner tailgate BBQ
for all race attendees Friday
night and a catered dinner
on Saturday night. Last but
not least, this race could not
have happened without PCA
UCR who allowed BMWCCA
to race in conjunction with
their event. It was a terrific
and well planned weekend
and we hope to work together
in the future.
Stay tuned for the results
of BMWCCA’s race held at
Calabogie Motorsport Park.

•
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Welcome
to Bimmercruise
Randy Sparre, Member at Large
Winter 2000 was the season, the season when two
friends (Kevin Kukkonen &
David Sinodhinos) and I decided to start planning a local car cruise that involved
a bunch of BMW enthusiasts driving their cherished
rides through scenic parts of
southwest Ontario. The idea
sounded good as it differed
from the usual parking lot
meets that were going on at
the time (and are still ongoing!). With help from others
we designed & printed flyers
to market the event and circulated them through various BMW-specific shops in
the GTA. This worked well
as we had a great turn-out at
our first event. Bimmercruise
2001 took place in an auxiliary lot at Centennial Park
in Etobicoke. A local BMW
tuner shop (Motronix Motorsports) asked me if he could
set up a canopy tent and
display parts and some customer cars. Approximately
70 BMW’s showed up ranging from several dozen E30s
to a brand new Z8. Everyone
was having a great time conversing about each other’s
cars, experiences and passion for the marque. A local
ice cream truck unexpectedly stopped by providing
relief from the August heat.
With the packed parking lot,
lineup for ice cream, and the
interest generated by Motronix Motorsports, we were
empowered to better plan fu-
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ture events. After the “show”
portion, spectators & competitors (“Cruisers”) set out
on a convoy cruise to Kelso
Conservation Area in Milton,
ON. Luckily everyone managed to stay together without
the need for route maps and
the line of BMW’s started to
pile into Kelso park. This was
the inception to a fantastic annual event that many
enthusiasts look forward to
each summer. Naturally, being heavily involved with
each event I’ve had my fair
share of memorable experiences over the past 12 years.
In 2002 & 2003 we moved
the show to Applewood plaza
in Mississauga. This parking
lot was on the North Service
road which had a clear view
to the QEW. As a GTA commuter, I can surely attest to
our terrible traffic jams… but
this was the first time I was
responsible for causing one.
Traffic was at a snail’s pace
in both directions for the duration of the show (5hrs) as
rubber-neckers couldn’t take
their eyes off the event. After
the show, crowds of people
on the sidewalk would convince departing ‘Cruisers to
initiate big smoky burn-outs
while leaving for the cruise.
As if motorists on the QEW
didn’t have enough to look at!
In 2004 & 2005 we hosted the show at Todaredaca
Park in Mississauga. Weather didn’t cooperate much
at this venue as both years

were wet. The 2005 year
was especially depressing
as it started to snow half
way through the mid-October day. Everyone crammed
inside a camp building for
warmer, dry shelter. To make
things worse, BMW Motorsport flags donated from
Trillium BMW to dress up
the park entrance were stolen throughout the day. On
a lighter note, I remember a
specific competitor that arrived in the morning (driving
slowly with his hazard lights
on) with an open bucket full
of soap-water in his passenger foot well. He used it to
wash his car at the show!
Needless to say, the judges
awarded him the “Cleanest
Car” trophy by day’s end. By
this time, I began to realize
how popular the show was
getting as our numbers were
still strong even in the worst
weather conditions. This determination and enthusiasm from
‘Cruisers continually helps motivate me to make each show
better than the last.
In 2006 & 2007 we teamed
up with BMW-Trillium Chapter and held Bimmercruise at
Mosport’s infield during their
Advanced Driving School
(ADS). This decision was a
welcome change (benefiting
both organizations) allowing everyone to see how the
school is run and watch some
fast cars on the track. Trillium
was gracious enough to let a
handful of ‘Cruisers try out the

skidpad exercises with supervision. The crowds loved
watching people abusing their
tires in a controlled environment so I introduced a burnout
contest in 2008 when Bimmercruise moved to an industrial plaza in Ajax. To save the
asphalt, we had a 500kg (3m
x3m) steel plate brought over
from a neighboring steel mill
with a forklift. All this effort and
we only had 3 cars sign up to
compete in the tire shredding
ritual (1st place was a new set
of tires from our sponsor!).
Another unique addition to
2008 was the use of an inground dynamometer provided by a shop within the plaza.
This expensive device is used
to measure the HP & Torque
of cars and even has the capability to simulate a quarter
mile race (without wind drag,
of course). It was a busy day
with many competitors trying
it out to measure their true
power. Offering ‘Cruisers more
to watch than just a static car
show has become extremely
advantageous as I noticed
the crowds staying around
throughout the entire day. This
led to future Bimmercruise
events at racetracks allowing
competitors to drive their performance machines while at
the same time giving spectators more action to watch.
Toronto Motorsports Park
(TMP) – Cayuga was the
stage for our 2009 Bimmercruise. This show differed
from any other in many as-

pects. Due to scheduling, I
was unable to get the entire venue exclusively. That
meant we had to share one
of the tracks (drag strip)
with their weekly test & tune
crowd which included a huge
variety of Domestic & Asian
modified vehicles. Additionally, the venue was also shared
with a sister-event; Eurofest.
Eurofest was a premier event
geared for all types of European vehicles. Numerous
web forums & clubs would
gather many members and
cruise to TMP for the days’
festivities parking together
within the show representing themselves. In addition
to time-attack race sessions
and open lapping on their
road course, Eurofest also
offered a new style of drag
racing called “roll-ons”. This
is where two cars (usually
high powered exotics such
as Lambos, Ferraris, Porsches etc) would race down
the quarter mile track by
commencing the acceleration
run from 3rd gear @100km/h
finishing slightly after the
quarter mile marker sometimes just under 300km/h!.
Because of the sheer size of
TMP grounds, I rented a Segway to get around the park.
The most memorable moment of Bimmercruise 2009
was when I raced a Mustang
GT down the drag strip on the
Segway, which incidentally
ran out of battery power at
the 400m point, requiring me

to carry the 45kg device back!
My initial premise offering
‘Cruisers more than a static
car show may have gone a
bit overboard. There was so
much going on at TMP, it really didn’t feel like the typical
Bimmercruise events previously enjoyed. Admittedly, it
was very taxing for me and
volunteers to successfully
organize such a large event
(Eurofest included).
This leads up to the past
two years where Bimmercruise, in conjunction with
Trillium- BMW autoslaloms,
was held at Brampton’s Powerade Center. It offered a
great central location, clean
washroom
facilities
and
amazing vendor turnouts (logistics?). And in turn, more
prizes for competitors, general public raffles, day-long
racing action, mobile dyno
and last but certainly not
least, the tail end of a Tornado (that leveled Goderich).
This twister hit our show with
such ferocity that to this day
one vendor has yet to find
their 10’x10’ canopy tent!
Since Ajax’s 2008 event,
we’ve made a point to offer
a mobile dynomometer at
each of our events. This is a
simple, cost effective way to
keep people entertained and
allows enthusiasts a chance
to really see if all that money
on modifications actually netted them more power.
Since our inception in
August 2001, the Bimmer-

cruise show has evolved in
many ways. Growing every
year in numbers (vendors,
prizes, competitors and
spectators) and offering
more to see throughout the
event, one thing has always
remained the same: you
can always be reassured
there will be a large BMW
convoy associated with the
show. With the exception of
two years (2001 & 2002) the
cruise has departed from a
pre-determined
location,
usually 80km-100km away
from the show grounds.
Maps are handed out the
morning of and volunteers
(who know the route) guide
the long convoy of cars (adhering to the posted laws)
to its final destination. With
time and priorities changing, David & Kevin were
no longer able to help organize the event after the
3rd year. It was up to me
to keep the legacy going!
Don’t get me wrong, there
have been numerous times
I’ve felt like giving up, but
the constant interest and
energy from participants,
volunteers, friends & family have helped me to stay
focused. On that note, I’d
like to mention the most important person that makes
our events run smoothly;
my wife Anita. Her managerial and organizational skills
are invaluable in the main
registration tent throughout
the entire show.

After years of personally
competing in many show &
shines, it would only seem fit
to offer equivalent prizes to
our loyal Bimmercruise show
participants. This added expense was naturally offset
by contributions from local
sponsors using this niche
BMW-only show to advertise
their product and/or services
to a target demographic.
Many sponsors have been
very faithful over the past
decade. Some that quickly
come to mind (in no particular order) are BMW Club of
Canada, Trillium Chapter,
maXbimmer
web-forum,
RMP Motors, Daytona Motors, Bimmersport Automotive, Chuck’s Auto, Cross
Avenue Auto, Luxury Auto
Body, D’Sylva Tech Tuning,
Auto Evolution, Engine’s Unlimited, Carbonio, Bimmex/
Europa and various dealerships including Parkview,
Autohaus, Mississauga, and
Serpa BMW of Newmarket.
Many more have come on
board recently.
After 12 years we are proud
to have 30+ regular sponsors, 80+ trophy classes,
250+ cars, and over $10,000
in prizes and giveaways. We
look forward to seeing everyone this year on Sunday August 26th at the Canadian Tire
Motorsports Park – Mosport
Driver Development Center
(DDT) where we’ll enjoy yet
another memorable show!

•
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Opinion Piece

What’s Wrong with This Picture?
A Contact contributor takes her stand on old spirit vs new tech.
Written by Jennifer Venditti, Secretary/Communications Director
One of the many benefits of
being part of the Trillium club
is the chance to drive new
BMW’s on occasion. This
time it was to be a 2013 BMW
335i. Rubbing my hands together I couldn’t wait to take
it for a spin. I currently own
a 1991 BMW E30 325i, a
2003 Jetta 1.8T Wagon and a
2003 Honda Odyssey. Quite
a thrilling line up, I know. So
the thought of driving a brand
new ANYTHING was exciting
let alone a lovely, 300 horsepower BMW. I will stop
here and mention
that I am
NOT an

Automotive Journalist nor do
I pretend to be proficient in all
the lingo, specs and flowery
commentary. I do, however,
know what I like, what I don’t
like and the reasons why.
This is what you’re going to
get. The no holds barred,
Venditti Version.
Freshly washed, cooled to
a comfortable temperature
and ready to go, I hopped
in. As this was a loaner I
shouldn’t complain about
the exterior or interior colour,
Savana and Tan, but I will
say they were on the boring
side. Nevertheless, the sweet
smell of newness drew me in
and made me forget about
the drab colours. Sitting in
the driver’s seat and
looking around it
appeared to be
loaded with

every imaginable gadget,
gauge, button, switch, toggle
and do-hickey under the sun.
I’m 35. Just putting that out
there because the next few
paragraphs may make you
think I’m twice that age (not
that there is anything wrong
with that.)
Once I adjusted my seat,
mirrors, vent position, fan
speed and radio volume
I proceeded to nudge the
gear selector into the reverse position. The screen
in the dash lit up with a split
view of the rear and side
of the car. Momentarily forgetting that I was actually
supposed to navigate this
video game, I sat staring
at the screen waiting for
something extraordinary to
happen. All that happened
was a voice asked: “are
you planning on backing
up any time today?” Real-

izing it wasn’t the Sat. Nav
questioning my delay and
in fact was my husband, I
threw him the expected sliteyed glare and proceeded
to back out of the driveway.
The cameras alerted me
to the location of the curb,
next closest vehicle, man
on a bicycle and the rogue
Ice Cream truck which was
swerving not to hit the curb,
next closest vehicle and man
on the bicycle. By the time I
was actually pointed in the
right direction I wondered
how I could possibly make
it to my destination without
further assistance. Imagine
my relief when I was treated
to a spectacular view of the
speedometer, radio station
number and the time of day
on my windshield. I wondered if perhaps the designers of the car had decided
to do away with actual dials,
clocks and radio buttons but

no, they were all in their expected locations. Are you
starting to see the wrinkles,
stooped shoulders and thick
glasses yet?
I drove 40 kilometers in a
daze. I didn’t know where to
look next: The caution light on
the side mirrors warning me
when a car was in my blind
spot? The windshield display
warning of my speed? Or the
Sat. Nav flashing and telling
me which alternate route I
could choose? What was I doing, piloting a 747? All I wanted to do was enjoy the drive.
Truth be told I couldn’t wait to
park it and hand the key fob
to someone else. Don’t misunderstand it was a smooth,
comfortable and quiet car. It
certainly was fast and had all
the technological advancements anyone could ever
want. Anyone except me.
Needless to say, John
drove home that night. The
following day we had the car
at a track event and everyone came to see what it was
all about. A friend, who had
spent most of the morning
drooling all over the car and
circling it like an underfed vulture, finally asked the question. As casually as he could
muster he blurted

out “So, can I borrow this tonight?” I had to play it cool;
after all I thought I was crazy
for disliking this $60,000 car.
There was humming and
hawing and finally the fob was
exchanged for a proper key.
It belonged to his 1991 BMW
E30 Convertible 318ic. Our 7
year old daughters were with
us that day and looking at the
size difference there was a
slight concern over whether
we could cram in all our gear,
including the car seats. We
managed with little problem
even with the reduced space
in the trunk due to the convertible top compartment. We
did put the convertible top
down and insisted on telling
everyone it was for ‘the girls’.
Hats were removed, seatbelts fastened and away we
went. Thankfully the rain from
the morning had cleared up,
the sun was shin-

ing and the roads were dry.
From the minute we pulled
out of the parking lot until
we got home, 75 kilometers
later, the girls could not stop
giggling.
For those who don’t know
much about 318 E30’s, this
car is a pretty base model.
It doesn’t have a/c, cruise
or a power convertible roof.
There are no power seats,
no navigation and it is a 4
cylinder, 5 speed model. It
does have a 4.10 differential which made for a peppier feel but it was certainly
not like the 300 horsepower
beast. The seats are cloth;
there are no cup holders and
definitely no interior “ambient’ lighting. Taking all the
above into consideration
do you want to know something? I would take this 20
year old, brick-shaped, finicky glove box model over
the new, quiet, techno-monster any day. Everything it

lacked was made up for in
pure driving pleasure. The
shifter was smooth, light and
precise. The steering direct
and allowed for me to feel
exactly what was happening on the road. It was both
comfortable and nimble on
uneven rural gravel as well
as the highway. Strangely
enough we seemed to garner more attention in the E30
than the F30.
I learned a lot about myself
this weekend. I learned that I
like the actual feel of driving
a car, not the feeling of sitting in the driver’s seat and
letting the car tell you how to
drive it. Wind noise doesn’t
bother me. I can see where
the curbs, next closest vehicle, man on a bicycle and
rogue ice cream truck are
when I back out of my driveway. I am confident I can look
at the clock in the console or
dash to see whether I’m late
for work. If I am late then I
can take another look at the
speedometer to see just how
fast I need to go to make it
in on time. I can even sneak
a glance at the radio when I
need to change the station
or turn up the volume. I don’t
need the car that gives me
12 different choices of interior lighting. What I want is a
car that makes me smile at
the thought of our next driving adventure.
Does that make me sound
old fashioned? I don’t care.
Pass the prune juice.

•
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Street
Survival School
Isi Papadopoulos

Trillium Advanced Driving School and
Advanced Student Lapping
Having a Blast June 1/2/3
Isi Papadopoulos
This year’s second advanced
driving school was held at the
Mosport Grand Prix track in
early June. For all those who
are not aware, the facility’s
new official name is “Canadian Tire Motorsports Park,
or CTMP”. Those of us who
endear it still call it Mosport. If
for some reason you change
a beloved child’s name, you
will still find yourself using the
old name!
The event was well attended with run groups split
up into Advanced (A), Intermediate (B), Novice (C) and
Instructor (I). Additionally, as
we did in the April school,
there was a new group called
“Lappers” which ran in groups
“A” and “I”.
On event weekends, Fridays are reserved for Instructor development and for lapping. The weather on Friday
June 1 was a washout, but
several brave instructors and
lappers tested their boating
skills on Mosport’s standing
water. Comments along the
lines of “great practice” were
heard between the monsoon
rains.
Saturday’s weather was far
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better, and this allowed the
students a greater level of
comfort. The wet track in the
morning ensured that drivers
exerted additional caution,
and as it dried out speeds
increased gradually. The rain
held off until late in the day on
Sunday, but by then the students were well versed with
car control and the track’s
wet conditions were absorbed into the overall driving
experience.
The school consists of inclass sessions coupled with
on-track sessions to practice what has been learned
in-class. Each student level,
i.e. A, B and C is taught a
different curriculum, starting
from basic car control and
ranging right through to very
advanced concepts such as
rotating the vehicle with trail
braking techniques. The curriculum is designed to develop a driver’s knowledge and
driving skills from a beginner to a very advanced level.
Once drivers have mastered
all the skills taught at these
schools, drivers have several choices for further advancement: (a) some may

be interested in becoming Instructors, (b) some may be interested in Advanced Student
Lapping, (c) others may take
an interest in the Club Racing
School which further develops skills required to participate in racing events. BMW
Club’s Club Racing Schools
are well known across North
America for their depth of organization and quality of the
program. Many graduates of
the school have progressed
through Club Racing and
onto professional racing.
Trillium Chapter will be
re-introducing the Instructor
Training Program after many
years absence. This program is designed to help an
advanced student in becoming an instructor. In addition,
our current instructors will be
participating in a Continuous
Improvement Program which
will help refresh their communication skills. This will ensure that they are up to date
with the most current curriculum taught to students, so
they may teach it more effectively while on-track.
To participate in Advanced
Student Lapping, students

must have completed several events as “A” students or
have equivalent experience
at another school (e.g. PCA)
and must be pre-approved
by Trillium’s Chief Instructor. Lappers are taught some
very advanced techniques
and then practice them while
on-track.
As always, these programs
require a great number of
people to come together and
make them happen. These
people not only include the
Chief Instructors, but also include the classroom instructors, the on-track instructors,
the skid pad instructors, and
the large number of volunteers who help both before
and during the event. The
Club would like to acknowledge and thank all these
people!
The next Advanced Driving School / Advanced Student Lapping event will be
held on September 7/8/9 at
Mosport (CTMP). Come on
out and have some fun and
experience the “Ultimate”
in your “Ultimate Driving
Machine”.

•

Do you have a new driver or
know someone who does?
THEN WE HAVE A PROGRAM FOR YOU!
“Motor vehicle crashes
are the leading cause of
death among 13 – 19 year
olds, more than from drugs,
guns and violent crimes
combined”.
“62% of teenage motor
vehicle related deaths occurred in vehicles driven by
another teenager”.
There are all kinds of statistics like the above. They are
published every year by Stats
Canada and the US National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. We would like to
put a dent in those numbers!
Our goal is to help our members, their families and the
general public in not becoming part of these statistics.
On June 10th, Trillium Chapter held Canada’s very first
Street Survival Sc hool. This
very successful program,
which has been run by BMW
Clubs in the US for ten years,
is targeted at drivers with only
a few years’ experience. It is
designed to go beyond driver’s education and give them
the hands-on experience and
tools to become safer, smarter
drivers. In the US, the program
is sponsored by the BMWCCA
Foundation and by Tire Rack.
The June event was held
at the GO Transit parking lot
in Unionville and the YMCA
next door generously allowed
us to use their classroom.
The program consists of inclass sessions coupled with
on-course sessions to embed
the skills in the drivers.
Students bring their own vehicles to the event, as the intent of the program is to make
them safer drivers in the vehicles which they drive each day.
The program is open to all
makes of cars and participants need not be a member
of the BMW Club. This is a

community service program
run by Trillium and is a nonprofit event
The weather on June 10th
was very hot and sunny, with
temperatures reaching 35C.
Trillium set up two shelters
and had lots of water on hand
for all. The program was run
in a most professional manner with students divided into
two groups: One group in the
classroom while the other was
on the course. The exercises
included threshold braking, accident avoidance, skid control,
tailgating, skid pad and highlighted the negative effects of
using a phone/texting while
driving. The students learned
many techniques that they did
not previously know, and also
learned how their own vehicle will respond to an emergency avoidance maneuver
or to an emergency braking
and swerving situation. They
learned to anticipate and to
think ahead so as to avoid any
situations that may lead to an
emergency.
At the end of the day there
were lots of smiling faces,
both students and instructors,
and many parents who were
thoroughly impressed with the
program and the life-saving
skills which their kids learned
that day. Many thanks to program director John Dimoff and

the many volunteers who instructed, ran the exercises and
volunteered for many other
functions. Special thanks to Bill
Wade, Program Manager of
Street Survival Schools in the
US, who traveled to Toronto
from Kentucky to help run the
first school, and to the BMWCCA Foundation and Tire Rack.
Trillium Chapter is a leader in BMW Club of Canada
chapters, and having invested heavily into developing
this worthwhile life-saving
program, will assist other
BMW Club of Canada chap

ers in launching the program
in their areas.
The next Toronto area
Street Survival School will be
on Saturday October 13th,
at the Powerade Centre in
Brampton. To register, please
call John Dimoff at 905-4771800 or email at john.dimoff@trillium-bmwclub.ca
If you are part of the BMW
Club and would like to offer
your services as a volunteer,
also please contact John. It is
the volunteers who make this
program work!

•
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SERPA BMW AND SERPA MOTORRAD WELCOME
TRILLIUM BMW CLUB MEMBERS
Many new policies, programs start at dealership

Newmarket – If you’ve been enjoying your E90 or other
ultimate driving machine in Newmarket on Mulock Drive
near Yonge Street recently, you’ll notice big changes at
the BMW dealership. Frank Serpa, owner of Richmond
Hill’s Avante Mazda since 1995, purchased Open Road
BMW and changed the name to Serpa BMW and Serpa
Motorrad (BMW motorcycles).
Serpa hopes that members of BMW Clubs – especially the Trillium Chapter -- will feel at home at Serpa
BMW. As a way of getting acquainted, he’s offering a
members-only 15 per cent parts and labour discount for
service. Interestingly, he promoted his shop foreman,
Gary Machin, to be the service manager.
It’s one of the few places where someone who has
actually worked on BMWs is also responsible for planning maintenance. There is hardly a problem or situation Gary hasn’t encountered or worked on with his own
hands and tools; his appointment is an example of the
Serpa philosophy at work. Serpa himself began as a
technician, too, and then earned an Inter-provincial mechanic’s license; he also understands what’s happening
underneath the hood and in the chassis.
The Serpa team has instituted a number of new and
innovative programs at the dealership and among the
two most important are the ‘BMW Loaner car for all service clients’ program’ (no matter where you purchased
your BMW), and the new service department home and
office pick up and drop off. Also just announced is a new
highly competitive tire storage seasonal package, where
for $195.00 plus HST, winter or summer tires are stored
in an exclusive, secure facility at Serpa BMW.
In the loaner car program, Serpa will provide a BMW
vehicle to those who need a loaner car at time of service. “With service at Serpa BMW, one never leaves the
world of BMW driving,” adds Machin.
Soon to make its appearance on area streets is the
Serpa BMW/Avante Mazda customized car carrier,
which will eliminate the need to drive vehicles to the
dealership for service. Instead, the trailer will come to
your home or office and place your vehicle under protective covering, drop off a BMW loaner vehicle (if required)
and transport your BMW to the dealership for service,
without anyone else handling your valuable auto.
Serpa, too, is placing major emphasis on the BMW
motorcycle brand, and is reaching out to organized
groups like Trillium for events and special offers. BMW
motorcycles are like fine Burgundies or Barolos, the best
cognacs—an XO or Napolean and a great Cohiba cigar
from Cuba to accompany that, too. Just like your E90!
BMW motorcycles are to their industry as BMW autos
are to theirs—the pinnacle of engineering and perfor-

mance. Excitement personified. “I had never been a
motorcycle dealer and can’t say I had any expertise in
how to bring the Serpa style – open, caring, trusting – to
the world of fine motorcycles,” Serpa recently commented. “But I am getting the hang of it, thanks to great
people like our senior manager Paul Robertson and
Cray Scarlett, sales associate. They have shown me the
essential excitement of the world of BMW Motorrad, the
world’s best motorcycles.”
Both are enthusiastic riders and have carried on a
strong program as the area’s only source for BMW motorcycle parts and service.
The Serpa style is exemplified in the dealership’s
motto: Respect, Trust, Enjoy.
“We are very proud of our integrity in an industry
in which this can sometimes be missing,” says Frank
Serpa, dealer principal. “What we say is what we mean,
especially concerning vehicle pricing. Full disclosure is
just the starting point. When we tell you something about
a car purchase, the story does not change in the interest
of making a sale. We believe this is the most important
element of our success.”
Serpa said that it bothers him that, generally speaking, auto buyers can be frustrated at car dealerships.
He set out to change that at Avante Mazda and by
customer accounts appears to have achieved that goal.
This philosophy is also now part of standard procedure
at Serpa BMW and Serpa Motorrad. “Why shouldn’t
you enjoy your visit to a car dealer?” he asks. He honestly states that he wants his customers so comfortable
with their experience that they’d ‘refer their mother’ to
the dealership.”
“I am serious about this,” he states. “You are about to
embark on an adventure with a shiny new auto, reflecting your personality, with the colour and features you
selected. At the dealer, there should be no pressure and
you should always go away happy—not forced at all.”
“When I walk through the Serpa BMW showroom, I get
a buzz and a chill up my spine. It’s why we are all here
looking at these gorgeous powerful high-tech perfect
autos. They are worthy of respect and so are you, the
auto buyer,” Serpa also stated. “I want you too to feel
that buzz when you walk the showroom floor and I want
to hear about it if you don’t. I want to bring that enjoyment -- that new car thrill -- to the auto buying experience. I thought I could bring something to BMW that no
one else has and I believe people are starting to see it
at Serpa BMW and Serpa Motorrad. We look forward to
to our relationships with Trillium and other BMW enthusiasts organizations.” Please follow us on Facebook
(Serpa BMW) and Twitter (@SerpaBMW).

Advertorial
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Serpa BMW

serpabmw.com
905.895.8700

The Ultimate
Driving Experience.®

At Serpa BMW our motto is:

Respect.Trust.Enjoy.
Start enjoying your visit to an automobile dealer.
Take a look at Serpa BMW Motorrad too – BMW also makes the world’s best motorcycles.

Serpa Motorrad
87 Mulock Drive, Newmarket

905.895.8700

| serpabmw.com | serpamotorrad.com

serpaautomotivegroup .com

Welcome new Trillium members!
Michael Kucyi
Toronto
2012 BMW 135i
BMW Toronto

Paul Carroll
Toronto

Alan Gifford
Toronto

Barry Wellman
Toronto
BMW E90
BMW Toronto

Valen Chan
Markham
Justin Chan
Richmond Hill

Jeff Girvan
Campbellville
2008 Porsche Boxster S

Daniel Albritton
New York
Mini Cooper
Matthew Almand
Toronto
Johnathan
Almand
Toronto
Dana Anderson
Port Perry
2000 BMW 323i
Emily Atkins
Toronto
1989 Porsche 944
Turbo
Miroslav
Beganovic
Toronto
2007 BMW 335i

Stelios
Chrysochou
Markham
2010 Subaru Impreza 2.5i

Justin Goch
Uxbridge

Holly Cyr
Thornton

Micky Godrej
Whitby

Piero D’Aloisio
Toronto

Brad Goegan
Mississauga
2008 335i coupe

Hazel de Burgh
Toronto
2005 Porsche 997
Cab S

Michael Goriup
Toronto
1990 BMW 325i

Quinn Dewsbury
Oshawa

Marc Guerette
Longueuil
Porsche

Yakov Bielak
Thornhill

Serge Diatko
Toronto

Richard Blakely
Saugus
Mini Cooper

Claus Dieners
Oakville
2005 Chevrolet
Corvette

Cameron Browne
Toronto
Conner Browne
Toronto
Darcy Browne
Toronto
Adrian Butler
Toronto
Peter Calvert
London
2005 Chevrolet
Corvette
Charles Cameron
Toronto
2001 BMW 330Ci
Peter Carr
Orangeville
2002 BMW M3

Michael Goffin
Toronto
2002 Porsche C4S

Mike Degli Angeli
Pickering
2010 Cooper S

Howard Dexter
Mississauga

Shayne Brooks
North Bay

Stephen Gobbi
Guelph
1990 BMW 325i

Scott Cypher
Mississauga

Dave Biagioni
Oakville

Chris Borgerink
Cambridge
2008 BMW 335i

David Goadby
East York

Kiera Dimoff
Port Hope
Khalid Eidoo
Mississauga
2012 Porsche 911S
Peter Etherington
Toronto
Darren Evans
Oakville
Mini Cooper S
convertible
Francois Faust
Georgetown
Porsche 996 GT3
Graham Fell
Toronto
Alex Filenkov
Toronto
Fabian Frendo
Brampton
2006 F430 Ferrari
Spider
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Mathieu Guimont
Brampton
Bentley Hammer
Whitby
09 MB C63, 98
Westfield Seight, 92
Honda Del Sol
Teedah Hammer
Montreal
2009 VW Gti
Michael Harper
Toronto
2005 BMW 330ci
Ernest Hass
Toronto
2005 Subaru
Legacy GT
Rod Hoddinott
Pickering
Jack Hogarth
Toronto
Kris Holdenried
Toronto
2009 BMW M3
sedan
Stephen Hong
Ajax
Edward Hood
Toronto
2006 Chevrolet
Corvette Z51

Ahsan Hussain
Toronto
2011 BMW M3
Coupe

Rodica Ionescu
Hamilton
Max Kiehn
Aurora
2008 Lexus IS-F
Cyndi Knapp
Blackstock
1989 Porsche 944
S2
Aleksandar Kocic
Toronto
2011 BMW 328xi

Susan
Newbigging
Oakville
1998 Jaguar XK8
coupe
Stephen Ngan
Richmond Hill
Matt Nowak
Etobicoke
2010 Mazda RX-8
R3
Mark Nurse
Ajax
2008 BMW 328xi
Gid Ondretti
Etobicoke

Mark Kuepper
Richmond Hill

Joseph Onotsky
Waterloo

Alex Kuepper
Richmond Hill

Marshall
Papadopoulos
Uxbridge

Kenny Lam
Markham
Antoine Lemieux
Ville St-Laurent
2008 BMW M
Coupe
Michael Leung
Markham
2009 BMW M3
Sarah Lewis
New Dundee

Michael Parker
Richmond Hill
Marie Petermann
Toronto
Alex Pickworth
Burlington
BMW M Coupe
Gordon Pilling
Aurora

Daniel Longhi
Dundas

Matthew Rabinowitz
Aurora

Francesca Lumer
Oakville

Ian Rae
Oakville

Steve Mason
Burlington
2003 Ford SVT
Cobra

Merrick Read
Mississauga

Mark McIsaac
Barrie
Juri MeemaColeman
Toronto
2007 Mazda 3 GS
Jack Moore
Uxbridge
Mahsa Mozaffar
Toronto
Sean Murray
Scarborough
2008 BMW 650i
Andrew Myhal
Mississauga
2005 Mercedes
Benz SLK 350

Stirling Robertson
Scarborough
2007 Audi A4
Heikki
Romppainen
Brooklin
2009 Mercedes
Benz CLS 550
AMG
Mark Rowan
Oakville
2006 530 and 2004
Porsche 911 Turbo
Lilla Ruppert
Richmond Hill
Ralf Schneider
Oro Station
2008 BMW 135i
Owen Sela
Toronto

James Solecki
Port Sydney
BMW Z4 s35I
Brandon
Sommerville
Hamilton
Carl Spiess
Toronto
Richard Steed
Courtice
Matthew Steeves
Dieppe
2005 Cadillac
CTS-V
Nadezda Suida
Thornhill
Ken Takabe
Canmore
2007 Corvette Z06
Lawrence Tanney
Etobicoke
2003 330Ci
Colin Taylor
Burlington
Bernice Taylor
Burlington
Paul Vozza
Toronto
Scott Walker
Ajax
2007 Porsche GT3
RS
Mark Walker
Mississauga
2007 Corvette Z06
Laurel Ward
Toronto
2010 Porsche Cayman S
Adam Weir
London
2011 BMW 135i
Sean Weir
London
Conner Wylie
Toronto
Jakub Zamorski
Mississauga

Summary of Tedfest 2012
Tedfest 2012 is in the books
and judging by the number of
cars and positive comments
a great time was had by all. A
total of 154 cars attended this
year which is 30 more than
2011. Of those 154 cars, 24
of them came from the USA.
The beautiful day and the
Bradley House down by the
lake was a perfect backdrop
for the Classic BMW’s to
shine in their glory. This year
we collected $395 for the
Princess Margaret Cancer
Hospital in honour of Tedd
Dancose. We also handed
out a People’s Choice trophy
in his memory which went
to Eddie Ribeiro for his S38
E12. After the event the party

shifted back to my house for
a night of great food, beverages, laughs and a lot of stories. I would like to thank all
my sponsors for their continued support of Tedfest. A big
thanks to the volunteers who
made it run smoothly from
start to finish. A special thanks
to all the Kalman ladies for
helping with Tedfest and putting up with my disease. In
closing I would just like to say
that Tedfest will continue to
grow and maintain its original
premise of “No matter how
rusty or pristine your BMW
is, it’s all about the gathering
of friends old and new who
share the same passion for
the BMW marque that makes

this a genuine event.” The
Tedfest Team hopes to see
you all next year.

•

Upcoming BMW Trillium Monthly Meeting
Club Meeting & Special Events Director, Rob Foreman
NOTE: All BMW Club meetings are arranged for the
benefit of BMW Club members, their families, friends
and guests. New members
are always welcome; so by all
means, tell your friends and
co-workers to come and join
us for future club meetings.
August Joint BMW Club/
Porsche
Club
Monthly
Meeting: An Evening with
Automotive Journalists
Tuesday, August, 14,
2012 (7-10 pm)
BMW CLUB MEMBERS,
WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT!

This is the first JOINT Porsche/BMW Club meeting that
we have hosted and we need
a great show of support from
BMW Club members!
Over the years we have
had the pleasure of hosting
some of the most celebrated
Canadian automotive journalists at various BMW Club
events.
This year we have a special treat for you. We will be
co-hosting a joint meeting
with the Porsche Club – the
first of 2 planned events. We
have decided to pool our
collective resources and co-

Mark Your Calendar!
Social

Aug 14 – Joint BMW/Porsche social event, Port
Credit yacht Club, an evening with automotive journalists

Auto Slalom

July 29: Auto-Slalom
Powerade Centre

at

Aug 26: Auto-Slalom at
Mosport DDT, combined with
Bimmercruise show

host a forum with automotive
journalists at a special location – the Port Credit Yacht
Club. Our planned evening
will start off with a forum with
our journalists, during which
time they will field questions
from the floor – that would be
you club members; followed
by cocktails and a meet and
mingle type social.
So far we have confirmed
the following journalists:
Jim Kenzie – Toronto Star
Kathy Rewald – Toronto Star
Peter Bleakney – Toronto Star
Dan Proudfoot – Globe
and Mail

Shawn Molnar – Trillium
Director and Contact Magazine Editor
It should be a fantastic
evening in a fantastic setting,
right on beautiful Lake Ontario. So come out and lend
your support!
Location:
Port Credit Yacht Club( PCYC)
115 Lakefront Promenade
Mississauga, ON L5E 3G6
905.278.5578
www.pcyc.net

•

ADS/ASL

Quebec Chapter:

Sept 7/8/9: Advanced Driving School, Advanced Solo
Lapping at Mosport Grand
Prix track.

August 20 & 21, 2012 Mid
Summer Heat VII at le Circuit
Mont-Tremblant (BMW Club of
Québec)
September 29 & 30, 2012 Fall
Colours at Le Circuit MontTremblant (ACNA w/assistance
from BMW Club of Québec)

Street Survival School

October 13: Street Survival
School at Powerade Centre,
Brampton.

www.motorsportreg.com
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